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30 June 2021
The Chairman
Malta Statistics Authority

In accordance with the provisions of Article 9(5)(g) of the Malta Statistics Authority Act XXIV of 2000, I hereby submit to
you this report on the operations of the National Statistics Office for the year ended 31 December 2020.

Etienne Caruana
Director General
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MISSION STATEMENT
“Produce high-quality statistics and analysis for better decision making in Malta.”

CORE VALUES
Independence

Produce statistics and analysis that are free from external influence.

Objectivity

Present a true and factual picture of economic and social spheres through our statistics.

Dependability

Commit ourselves to produce quality statistics and nurture our reliability by delivering on
expectations of the public sector, the business community and civil society.

Honesty

Stand firm by what is right, being truthful, open, clear and coherent.
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DIRECTOR GENERAL’S FOREWORD

Annual Report 2020 covers an extraordinary year where the Covid-19 pandemic shook
the world’s economic, financial and social systems. Covid-19 will be remembered for its
global reach, for the dramatically high infection and mortality rates in some countries
more than in others, and for the high economic and social costs which response to the
pandemic incurred. Yet Malta did not falter, providing a response worthy of the actions
and courage of our ancestors in the face of adversity. Within the NSO, work and business
continuity were maintained undiminished.

ETIENNE CARUANA
Director General

This foreword is not meant to be a checklist of the Office’s achievements. Details on
these are readily provided in the subsequent contents under the different directorates
and units. But I cannot fail to single out the planning and tasks which have gone into
the implementation, at our national level, of two new and major European regulations:

framework regulation on European business statistics and framework regulation on integrated European social statistics.
National Accounts and other units worked collectively towards an important benchmark revision which was concluded
and published in August 2020. IT and the horizontal units took in hand arrangements for staff members to work remotely,
having an eye to information security on the one hand and health and safety for all on the other.
The year was also marked by work on two different censuses at different stages of processing. Fieldwork for Census
of Agriculture 2020 was undertaken, with preliminary results planned for the fourth quarter of 2021 and final results
for 2022. At the same time, senior management started preparations for the Census of Population and Housing 2021.
Although the Census, held every ten years, does not form part of the NSO’s core programme, its magnitude requires
careful planning and mobilisation of the internal structures of the Office. A unit dedicated to coordination of the project
was set up, as shall be seen in the ensuing pages.
Overarching initiatives included constant outreach to seek national partners to establish new administrative sources as
a complement to the NSO’s primary data collection. The Office is always open to collaborative ventures in the belief that
these are building blocks that will in time accrue to a truly national statistical system. These initiatives ranged from the
NSO’s Sustainable Development Indicators programme to a new programme on crime statistics.
Also in 2020, work started on the compilation of a three-year rolling programme indicating the Office’s planned activities
up to 2023. This document serves a twofold purpose: an indication of internal strategy and a directional document for the
benefit of the NSO’s statistical partners. Taken together, Annual Report 2020 and Work Programme 2021-2023 should
give a good picture of continuity in the production and dissemination of Malta’s official statistics.
My thanks and acknowledgements are due firstly to Professor Albert Leone Ganado, Chairman, Dr Aaron G. Grech,
Deputy Chairman, and the other members of the Malta Statistics Authority Board for their guidance and support.
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Secondly, I express my appreciation to the senior management team for their commitment to and provision of the Office’s
direction, and to the management team for carrying it out by constant support and monitoring of their units. Thirdly, the
staff members’ contribution to preserve business continuity throughout this difficult year merits a special mention. Lastly
no foreword would be complete without acknowledgement of the importance of all stakeholders, ranging from statistical
partner organisations to the businesses, households and individuals who respond to our requests for primary data.

Etienne Caruana
Director General
June 2021
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1.1 CENSUS OFFICE
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Developed a preliminary census mailing register and the enumeration areas;

•

Prepared the census questionnaire and administrative forms;

•

Tested the online census questionnaire.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
The Census of Population and Housing 2021 constitutes a special project which goes beyond the National Statistics
Office’s core activities. To enable the proper allocation of resources to this major exercise, the Census Office was set
up as an operational Unit.
Census Mailing Register and Enumeration Areas:
Two fundamental tasks to the census process were undertaken in the year under review. These involved the preparation
of a set of databases to act as the basis of the official mailing register for Census 2021. Various administrative registers
were considered to ensure that internal sources are updated and in line with the census eligibility criteria, covering
persons, private dwellings and institutional dwellings. For the next step, the Unit collaborated with the Regional,
Geospatial, Energy and Transport Statistics Unit to distribute all dwellings evenly across a number of enumeration
areas. Individual maps were created for each enumeration area.
Census Questionnaire and Administrative Forms:
A public consultation was launched in the first six months of the year. Its outcome was considered by the Unit in a joint
exercise with the Methodology and Quality Unit, involving the formulation and finalisation of the census questionnaire.
The public consultation results allowed the questionnaire to be aligned with both national and international requirements.
In the wake of research into the characteristics of the population composition since the last Census in 2011, four
language versions were worked on and completed: Maltese, English, Italian and French. The Unit developed the set of
administrative forms intended to facilitate and monitor fieldwork.
The Online Census Questionnaire:
An innovation of Census 2021 will be the focus given to online completion. The Unit worked intensively with the IT
Systems Unit to develop the census online questionnaire by which the public would be able to participate in the Census.
In view of the emphasis being placed on improvements in data quality, inbuilt logic checks were inserted in the application
to allow real-time data validation.
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1.2 INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Participated in and followed up discussions in the European Statistical System Committee;

•

Negotiated Malta’s position on a number of legislative statistical proposals presented by the European
Commission to the European Council and to the European Parliament;

•

Participated in international conferences;

•

Acted as the focal point for external requests relating to EU and international statistical matters;

•

Coordinated national data relating to the Sustainable Development Goals.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
European Statistical System Committee:
The European Statistical System (ESS) is a partnership between the EU’s statistical authority (Eurostat) and the
national statistical institutes (NSIs) of the Member States. The European Statistical System Committee (ESSC) is the
highest-level executive statistical forum before statistical proposals progress to the legislative bodies. Participation in
the ESSC ensures the NSO’s position and the final vote reflects this position in preparatory committees. By means of
closely following developments, the Unit equips the NSO with the necessary technical and legal information needed for
continued political discussions within the European Council.
The Legislative Stage:
The Unit coordinated and negotiated Malta’s position on legislative statistical proposals presented by the European
Commission to the European Council and the European Parliament. It provided advice and input both as regards
proposals which had implications for official statistics, and on data/statistical elements present in non-statistical legislation.
International Conferences:
The Unit participated in two principal conferences: the 51st UN Statistical Commission (UNSC) and the UNECE 68th
Conference of European Statisticians (CES). The UNSC compiles and disseminates global statistical information,
develops standards and norms for statistical activities, and supports countries’ efforts to strengthen their national
statistical systems. The CES convenes national and international statistical experts to identify and work on areas where
cooperation adds the greatest value.
Focal Point:
The Unit acted as the focal point for external requests relating to EU and international matters. Such requests originated
either directly from the EU and international organisations, or from national ministries, departments, and agencies. This
focal role ensures that one coordinated response is provided and that it incorporates feedback from the relevant Units
within the NSO.
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Sustainable Development Goals:
In the year under review, the Unit took over the Sustainable Development Indicators (SDIs). Work consisted of mapping
existing national data that has direct or indirect connections with the Sustainable Development Goals. The ultimate goal
is to compile a publication on the statistical aspects of SDGs as regards Malta.
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1.3 LEGAL AFFAIRS
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Supported the NSO and the MSA by providing legal advice, legal research, drafting and reviewing, assistance
with meetings;

•

Drafted contracts and agreements for the NSO and the MSA;

•

Executed role of Data Protection Officer;

•

Led processes for researchers’ access to microdata;

•

Led processes for having in place MoUs with administrative sources;

•

Executed role of Freedom of Information Officer;

•

Procedures vis a vis non-respondents.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Legal Advice and Services:
The Unit assisted the MSA with various HR-related issues such as disciplinary matters and proceedings and interpretation
of the Collective Agreement. The Unit also led the procedure for new subsidiary legislation under the MSA Act which
endows the Director General with the power to share non-financial data and request access to registers containing
contact details, for the purpose of data collection to be used in the compilation of official statistics. In this regard, the Unit
advised the Director General, Directors and Heads of Unit with communications to data-producing entities, also taking
part in meetings with stakeholders and providing drafting assistance as well as researching applicable legislation.
Contracts and Agreements:
The Unit drafted and concluded many contracts involving the MSA and the NSO. These ranged from those related to
surveys and procurement contracts to agreements with statistical organisations within the EU. The assistance enabled
the Office to observe set deadlines.
Data Protection Officer:
The Unit provided guidance on all data protection matters. Specifically, it worked with the Data Capability directorate
to continue work on internal information security since this directly involves the role of Data Protection Officer (DPO).
Meetings were held with the domain Units involved in the pseudonymisation of data and with all HoUs to establish
retention periods. It is planned to complete the process in 2021.
Microdata Request Processes:
In the year under review, the Unit led processes involving requests by researchers to access microdata. Past applications
and agreements were recorded in a new system and internal guidelines drawn up for future cases. In parallel, work was
undertaken to systemise processes for the taking of Oaths of Secrecy in line with the MSA Act.
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Memoranda of Understanding and Freedom of Information Processes:
The Unit coordinated and led renewals for existing MoUs with data-producing entities and drew up new ones. MoUs with
administrative sources constitute a continuous task. Within the remit of Freedom of Information (FOI) Officer, the Unit
followed FOI requests, liaising with the line ministry and the relevant entities in cases of joint requests.
Procedures to Mitigate Non-response:
The Unit supported efforts to increase response through ongoing communications with non-respondents to various
surveys.
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1.4 COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Produced and published news releases and publications;

•

Increased visualisation products;

•

Maintained the NSO website and worked towards an upcoming one;

•

Put an additional focus on social media and organisation of events;

•

Handled users’ information requests;

•

Worked towards compliance with the SDDS Plus dissemination standard;

•

Gave support in the promotional campaign related to NSO’s special project for 2021: Census of Population and
Housing.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Published Output:
News releases and publications are intensive joint ventures between the Unit and the domain Units. In 2020, the Unit
produced and published 209 news releases and four publications. Among the news releases, four commemorated
International Days and were compiled by the Unit, with the input of the domains. The annex to this report includes details
of the news releases and publications.
Visualisation:
The Unit substantially increased its infographic production, surpassing 20 visuals which projected various topics and/or
supplemented published output. New ways to improve the quality of the visuals, as well standardising certain elements,
were experimented with.
NSO Website:
The foreseeable direction for the NSO website is to design and develop a new one since the Microsoft Sharepoint platform
will be suspended from 2022. The NSO took the decision of incorporating the new website in a whole rebranding project,
aiming to complete all branches of the project in 2022. In view of this, the Unit drafted the tender in collaboration with
the Malta Statistics Authority secretariat. Meanwhile, the Unit continued to maintain and enhance the current website
by making changes to the main menu and re-classifying content to enable easier access for users. Content was also
diversified by banners and infographics.
Social Media and Organisation of Events:
Two events were organised: one commemorated World Statistics Day and the other was a launch featuring the official
presentation of the MSA/NSO Journal of Official Statistics. Both events were streamed live on Facebook with guests
having the opportunity to follow on Zoom. Viewership of the events surpassed 600 followers on Facebook, helping to
boost NSO’s presence on social media and newspapers.
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Information Requests:
The Unit handled 524 user requests received at the NSO website and the generic email address. The most prevalent
domains were International Trade, Population and Labour Market.
SDDS Plus:
In the year under review, the Unit notified the International Monetary Fund (IMF) of Malta’s intention to adhere to the
SDDS Plus dissemination standard. Such adherence is contingent on Malta’s ability to submit nine additional data
categories and their metadata by 2022. The notification was the outcome of bilateral discussions with the Central
Bank of Malta and a joint assessment of the capability of both institutions to meet the new demands. The Unit has now
embarked on the process in earnest. Adherence to the SDDS Plus standard will be a new landmark for the country as
regards the dissemination of statistical information and follows up on adherence to SDDS on 1 December 2009.
Support for NSO’s Special Project:
The Unit gave service to the NSO’s special project for 2021: the Census of Population and Housing. The work entailed
designing and coordinating the promotional strategy and working with the Census team on a dedicated website and the
required uploadable material.
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1.6 EUROPEAN FUNDS AND COORDINATION
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Ensured that all documents have the appropriate signatures and adhere to European Social Fund publicity
requirements;

•

Uploaded documents to the Structural Funds Database and disbursed funds;

•

Reviewed and updated original application when necessary;

•

Assisted application processes relating to projects under other EU programmes.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Documentation:
The Managing Authority which administers European Social Fund programmes requires beneficiaries to retain and
organise full records and documents relating to the sub-activities. The majority of these were held during 2019. Therefore
in the year under review, the Unit focused on concluding related documentation including invoices, attendance sheets,
visual material and preparation of certificates, ensuring that the proper publicity requirements and signatures were
in place. The final report of the largest sub-activity, “Management and Technical Training for MSA Employees”, was
reviewed and this stage was followed by award of the certificates to participants, both those within the NSO and from
other local institutions. Another task was completion of the set of documents relating to the trainers from our international
partner organisations. Documentation of this sub-activity was audited by the Managing Authority in the third quarter of
2020.
The Unit responded to many documentation requests from the Managing Authority including budgetary estimates,
checklists and the implementation progress report required twice a year.
Structural Funds Database and Disbursement:
The Unit updated the Structural Funds Database with the information, expenditure and supporting documents related
to each sub-activity. Disbursements and reimbursements were effected as required. The sub-activities concerned
were: Desk profiling for business register and structural business statistics; Management and technical training for
MSA employees; and Seasonal adjustments. Updates to the other sub-activities: Updating computer language skills for
developers; Advanced training in Blaise software; and Government finance statistics and Excessive deficit procedure,
as well as updates on transport expenditure, are in progress but have been held up due to technical issues with the
database portal. Updates regarding one sub-activity: Training programme with transnational partners, are still pending.
Review of Original Application:
The Managing Authority requires that the original application which details projects and funding be reviewed to record all
changes to the training programme. The application was first drafted in 2016 and since then many of the original projects
were revisitied, implying shifts and reallocations. The Unit worked on the updates, essential for submission of the final
report on the ESF project to be submitted in 2021/2022.
Other EU Application Processes:
The Unit supported various application processes for projects falling under other EU funding programmes.
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2.1 NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Published the National Accounts benchmark revision;

•

Published Supply, Use and Input-Output tables;

•

Compiled annual and quarterly gross domestic product and gross national income;

•

Compiled annual and quarterly non-financial sector accounts;

•

Compiled the GNI quality report and questionnaire;

•

Collaborated in an EU Commission inspection of Value Added Tax resource base statements;

•

Compiled the purchasing power parity questionnaires for rents, VAT and GDP weights;

•

Compiled the 2019 quality exercise for national and regional accounts;

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Benchmark Revision:
The benchmark revision included several methodological improvements and integration of new data sources. It
incorporated three reservations addressed after the European System of Accounts (ESA) 2010 benchmark revision of
September 2014, and which resulted from the ESA 1995 verification cycle. It also factored in improvements to National
Accounts statistics identified by several action points during the first ESA 2010 verification cycle, as well as several
derogations. The Unit produced various outputs, some of them first-time outputs:
•

Gross Value Added (GVA) by industry;

•

Taxes and subsidies on products and consumption of fixed capital (CFC) at previous year’s prices (PYP) and
in chain-linked volumes (CLV);

•

Cross classification of fixed assets by industry and by asset (stocks);

•

Hours worked for 1995 to 1999;

•

A more detailed asset breakdown in the balance sheets for non-financial assets.

Supply, Use and Input-Output Tables:
The period covered by this data production is 2013 to 2015. SUIOTs for 2013 and 2014 had been transmitted to
Eurostat in April 2019 under embargo. These were re-aligned with the news release for main aggregates published in
August 2020. In the second quarter of the year under review, SUIOTs for 2015 were finalised and aligned with the main
aggregates published in the August 2020 news release. The series 2013-2015 was published on the Eurostat website
in December and eventually locally at the beginning of 2021.
Annual and Quarterly Gross Domestic Product and Gross National Income:
The Unit produced the four quarterly GDP news releases as required, within 60 days following the end of the quarter.
Quarterly GDP compilation of adjusted and unadjusted series for the production of the output, expenditure and income
approaches involves analysis of various internal and external datasets. In view of the Covid-19 situation, imputation
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methods and models used in National Accounts were thoroughly examined to test whether past correlations between
indicators and macroeconomic statistics were still valid. In the absence of traditional sources, the Unit used assumptions,
business and consumer surveys, information from professional federations, and existing and new administrative sources.
The compilation of annual GDP is more detailed and uses annual NSO surveys such as the Structural Business Survey
(which covers NACE B to N except K), surveys on aquaculture, surveys on private and church schools, and administrative
records such as financial statements. The Unit carried out its annual survey of English Language Schools. The investment
matrix is an industry-by-product matrix and its compilation is partly based on Structural Business Statistics and partly on
an extensive data collection exercise performed by the Unit. The latter exercise is intended to collect data on a number
of industries which are not covered by other NSO surveys: financial and insurance activities; human health and social
work activities; arts, entertainment and recreation and other service activities.
Annual and Quarterly Non-Financial Sector Accounts:
The Unit transmitted the quarterly non-financial accounts by institutional sector for the total economy, the general
government sector and the rest of the world to Eurostat within 85 days after the quarter, which is the established
deadline. The annual data covering the time series 2005-2019 was submitted in October and is consistent with the main
aggregates published in the August 2020 news release. The Unit plans to have the time series 1995-2004 ready for
submission in 2021.
Compilation of the Gross National Income Quality Report and Questionnaire:
Regulation (EU) 2019/516 lays down rules for the definition and calculation of GNI data for own resource purposes.
It also establishes the procedures to facilitate verification and, where necessary, improvement of the comparability,
reliability and exhaustiveness of Member States’ estimates of GNI. In line with the requirements, the Unit submitted the
annual questionnaire and quality report to Eurostat before 1 October. Ultimately, GNI returns are examined by the GNI
Expert Group which then adopts a formal opinion on the appropriateness of the data as a basis for the determination of
GNI-based budget contributions.
VAT Resource Base Statements:
In March, the Unit collaborated with the European Commission during an inspection of Vat resource base statements
covering the years 2016, 2017 and 2018. A yearly practice for the Unit is the provision of the weighted average rate and
part of the compensation tables to the Ministry for Finance and Employment. In its final report the Commission did not
place any reservations on the weighted average rate and compensation tables compiled by the Unit.
Purchasing Power Parity Questionnaires:
The Unit completed the questionnaires in respect of purchasing power parity information as regards rents, VAT and GDP
weights. This information is required in terms of Regulation (EC) No 1445/2007 which establishes common rules for the
provision, calculation and dissemination of basic information on purchasing power parities. Following the integration into
National Accounts of data resulting from Household Budgetary Survey 2015, the Unit undertook the required overhaul
in the questionnaire on GDP weights.
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Quality Exercise for National and Regional Accounts:
Member States are required to send to Eurostat a report on the quality of the data relating to national and regional
accounts. The modalities, structure, periodicity and assessment indicators of these quality reports are also regulated.
The reports are provided to the countries with pre-filled quantitative information and general comments. The Member
States’ role is to review the quantitative data, insert comments and provide information for the qualitative indicators by
31 May. In the year under review, the Unit executed this procedure within the required time limits.
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2.2 PUBLIC FINANCE
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Compiled Malta’s Excessive Deficit Procedure and notification system;

•

Addressed pending EDP action points;

•

Collaborated with the Treasury on the availability of a new administrative source;

•

Provided input to the National Accounts Unit;

•

Worked on the three open ESA 2010 derogations;

•

Compiled tables in line with the ESA Transmission Programme and participated in Eurostat’s ad-hoc and
obligatory questionnaires;

•

Compiled gross and net European System of Integrated Social Protection statistics and pension beneficiaries
statistics;

•

Compiled accrued-to-date pension liabilities data;

•

Compiled R&D statistics for the government sector and higher education sector.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Malta’s Excessive Deficit Procedure and Notification System:
The Unit executed this annual task, entailing compilation of the general government deficit/surplus and debt aggregate
data for the previous year as well as revisions to past data as necessary. In the year under review, the Unit worked on
the preparation of an explanatory note to accompany the EDP notification submission, detailing an in-depth analysis
of the fiscal balance and debt positions, an explanation of revisions, a discussion of any new entities and the status of
pending EDP action points.
EDP Dialogue Visit:
The Eurostat EDP dialogue visit for 2020 was postponed due to the pandemic but this did not halt progress on closing as
many of the pending EDP action points as possible. In fact, the 17 open action points at the start of 2020 were reduced
to four by the end of the year.
New Administrative Source:
In January of the year under review, 15 pilot sites started using the Corporate Financial Management System, the
Government’s new accounting system. The Unit collaborated with the Treasury to ensure that the transition was as
smooth as possible.
Data Input to the National Accounts Unit:
One of the Unit’s responsibilities is to estimate the general government sector’s contribution to GDP, comprising value
added, final consumption expenditure, taxes and subsidies, gross fixed capital formation and employment. The Unit
contributed input to the National Accounts benchmark revision, including realignment of figures relating to the gross
value added of government activity in Agriculture (NACE 1) and Fisheries (NACE 3) when compared to the total
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economy value. The Unit further contributed work on the distinction between market output and payments for nonmarket production.
ESA 2010 Derogations:
The Unit succeeded in closing the three pending ESA 2010 derogations. These involved: (i) quarterly financial accounts
for the general government sector from the first quarter of 1999 to the fourth quarter of 2003; (ii) total government
employment 1995-1996; and (iii) number of hours worked by government employees for the entire time series. The latter
two statistics had the input of the Unit with the remit for labour market statistics.
ESA Transmission Programme:
The Unit fulfilled the Public Finance transmission programme, providing the main aggregates of the general government
sector and all the relevant indicators. The methodological and fact-finding questionnaires and the questionnaires on
the structure of debt and government-controlled entities classified outside general government were all compiled and
transmitted in a timely manner.
ESSPROS:
The work consisted of compilations for gross and net figures within the European System of Integrated Social Protection
data collection, as well as statistics on pension beneficiaries. Data was compiled, validated and transmitted for reference
periods t-1 and t-2. The Unit had the task of maintaining the related IT system, including migrating back data to the
system. Additionally, work started on a new round of data collection to compile early estimates of the ESSPROS main
indicators.
Accrued-to-Date Pension Liabilities:
Having considered the impact and applicability of Eurostat’s main assumptions, such as discount rate and demographic
projections sourced from the Ageing Working Group report, the decision was taken to compile accrued-to-date pension
liabilities data every three years in line with the ESA 2010 transmission programme requirement. One of the reasons
for this decision is to avoid recurring breaks-in-series. Accordingly the Unit transmitted data for years 2012, 2015 and
2018 to Eurostat.
R&D:
Work for this output involved collecting and transmitting R&D data and government budget allocation for R&D (GBARD)
data. Tasks included maintaining the corresponding IT system and preparing the annual questionnaire to align with the
new requirements of the 2015 Frascati Manual. To further this work, the Unit sought cooperation with the Malta Council
for Science and Technology.
Other Work:
In addition to its core news releases, the Unit compiled the full publication Social Protection 2020, incorporating
ESSPROS modules data for reference years 2014-2018 as well as analysis of social security benefits by locality. This
statistical collection was published in May, representing a considerable reduction in time lag between the last reference
year and date of publication.
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In July, the Unit produced a first-time news release on public corporations in Malta, comprising a complete list of
such corporations, their aggregated financial performance and position and an analysis of economic activity by
NACE classification. The context for the release was a recommendation of the International Monetary Fund’s Fiscal
Transparency Evaluation mission to Malta in 2018.
The Unit provided technical assistance and advice to the Ministry for Finance and Employment in relation to the
classification of government decisions concerning general government deficit and debt figures.
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2.3 BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Prepared to implement INFOSTAT in 2021;

•

Addressed discrepancies between BoP and National Accounts data;

•

Addressed action points described in the National Accounts project timeline and in the GNI reservations;

•

Improved BoP data in specific areas;

•

Introduced methodological enhancements in sample size and non-response aspects.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
INFOSTAT:
A change in strategy necessitated a postponement to 2021. It was decided to migrate input data from 2004 onwards
to INFOSTAT, rather than the original plan of migrating output data of the system currently in use. This would facilitate
future revisions should the need arise. The target, agreed with the Central Bank of Malta colleagues, is to transmit the
first report from INFOSTAT by 2021. INFOSTAT will enable big efficiency gains for the Unit since it will free resources
from routine tasks and concentrate them on more analysis.
Discrepancies between BoP/National Accounts Data, and GNI Reservations:
The Unit prepared for the National Accounts benchmark revision in August 2020 by implementing action points described
in the National Accounts project timeline and by addressing the recommendations of the GNI mission. Work towards
further alignment is ongoing. In the latest quality report, Eurostat noted that consistency between data from the two
domains has improved strongly.
In the year under review, preparations were made to address a GNI reservation imposed on all Member States relating
to globalisation. This will entail a task for the Unit to study the structure and operations of three company groups to
improve understanding and to ensure proper recording. The Unit expects to make progress in 2021, while other GNI
reservations are being analysed.
Improved Data Quality regarding Special Purpose Entities and Gaming Corporations:
A new survey was launched among the largest Special Purpose Entities (SPEs) registered in Malta, accounting for more
than 50% of all assets held by SPEs. The response rate was encouraging, and survey results are expected by 2021. The
information will help address several of the recommendations proposed by the Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure
mission.
Regarding the gaming sector, the Unit collaborated with the Malta Gaming Authority (MGA). The regular sharing of
data from the survey carried out by the MGA helped to quicken the process of the country allocation of the gaming
corporations. This collaboration also helped the Unit to improve its estimates of the gaming sector.
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Sample Size and Non-Response:
The Unit has adopted the strategy of focusing data collection efforts on the largest corporations registered in Malta,
in terms of turnover and assets. This approach resembles that taken by other EU Member States with a similar size.
The objective is to create a good working rapport with the functionaries of these corporations, to keep the sample size
manageable and relevant and to ensure complete coverage of the corporations. The Unit will continue to address nonresponse by using financial statements and other administrative sources.
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2.4 INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Produced monthly International Trade in Goods statistics;

•

Produced Trade by Invoicing Currency module;

•

Produced Trade by Enterprise Characteristics module;

•

Participated in Micro Data Exchange task force and confidentiality task force;

•

Factored in changes due to Brexit;

•

Enhanced the monthly news release.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
International Trade in Goods:
The current data collection systems for intra-EU statistics were enhanced to address new requirements in terms of
the European Business Statistics (EBS) regulation such that the system will be fully compliant when the regulation
comes into force. Regarding extra-EU statistics, the Unit further collaborated with the Customs Department to improve
timeliness and with MITA to improve security when extracting data. For both data collections, processes were automated
to minimise need for manual interventions and to introduce more quality checks.
Trade by Invoicing Currency Module:
Work on the TIC module involved data production and submission to Eurostat for reference year 2019. TIC processes
also received automation and quality enhancements.
Trade by Enterprise Characteristics Module:
The TEC module was the most work-intensive area. Further to changes introduced by Eurostat to the module,
syntaxes and processes were re-designed at our end. The Unit collaborated with the Methodology and Quality Unit on
comprehensive confidentiality flags throughout the tables. Effort was put in the preparation of syntaxes in connection
with the optional tables to be sent to Eurostat in 2021. These tables will become mandatory in 2022.
Micro Data Exchange Module:
The Unit participated in all Eurostat MDE task forces to follow progress and developments by Eurostat and the Member
States. The module will require its own automated structure and discussions were held with the IT Systems Unit to
design data production and transmission tools. MDE transmission will become mandatory from January 2022.
Factoring in Brexit:
The Unit implemented changes to and testing of the Intrastat platform and sent information and guidelines to traders.
Enhanced News Release:
Improvements included modification of the tables, new tables and increased use of charts. The new tables show data
that excludes Chapters 27, 88 and 89. Since the goods in these chapters are very specific, high values relating to them
can inflate trade data. Therefore the new tables give a more clear picture of actual trade in mainstream goods.
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2.5 PRICES
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Compiled Retail Price Index and Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices reflecting Covid-19;

•

Compiled Purchasing Power Parities;

•

Produced Property statistics;

•

Collected residential rents and commercial rents data;

•

Carried out equipment goods survey.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Retail Price Index and Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices:
The Unit adapted its methodology to reflect the Covid-19 realities, with the aim of preserving continuity and systematic
measurement. The Unit followed Eurostat guidance and kept up a close collaboration with Member States to ensure that
Malta’s price methodology was harmonised with that adopted by the other countries. The price collection tool used for
food items was updated with a set of validation procedures. The advantages of this approach are projected to be carried
forward to 2021 when data for the food category will be collected by means of tablets.
Purchasing Power Parities:
The Unit continued with its work on Purchasing Power Parities, an ongoing exercise made up of the collection of price
readings from various surveys, as well as analysis and validation of data and ultimate transmission to Eurostat.
Property Statistics:
Another sub-domain involves data collection of property prices which the Unit then uses to compile different outputs.
These include the Property Price and House Price indices and the Owner-Occupied Housing index.
Residential Rents:
The Unit has started collaborating with the Housing Authority on the provision of administrative data regarding residential
rents. Information based on rental agreements is provided to the NSO on a monthly basis.
Commercial Rents:
The Unit carried out work on commercial property rents. In 2019, questions on this topic were included in a survey
which enabled a preliminary analysis of the data. The Unit continued to build on this work during the year under review.
Equipment Goods Survey:
This forms part of the purchasing power parities exercises and is carried out every two years by outsourcing it to a
contractor. The year 2020 marked a departure from this practice, with the Unit administering it through the engagement
of price collectors.
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3.1 STRUCTURAL BUSINESS
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Carried out activities on Structural Business survey;

•

Continued work on implementation of the Statistical Unit Enterprise concept;

•

Compiled Outward and Inward Foreign Affiliate statistics;

•

Continued to take forward modernisation aspects;

•

Enhanced online data collection system.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Structural Business Survey:
The compilation processes of the SBS survey for 2018 were dominated by primary and secondary collection and by
thorough vetting of data. Enterprises were observed and profiled for their performance patterns and non-respondents
were imputed using a range of administrative data sources. SBS results were transmitted to Eurostat ahead of the
deadline and all the required metadata quality reports were sent on time.
The review process of the SBS was carried out voluntarily for the first time for reference year 2017. This is an important
milestone towards the implementation of the formal Quality Control Framework intended to secure the quality of SBS
results during the analytic stage.
Statistical Unit Enterprise Concept:
Following the 2019 pilot project, changes were made to the questionnaire after discussions were held with subject
enterprises. The Unit developed the groundwork related to intra-group transactions and started evaluating the possibility
of developing a country-specific algorithm for automatic and semi-automatic consolidation of enterprise units within
small enterprise groups.
Outward and Inward Foreign Affiliates:
The Unit carried out the OFATS census, achieving a 100% response rate, and compiled the IFATS dataset. Both sets
were transmitted to Eurostat within the regulated timeframe.
Modernising the SBS:
Modernisation mainly entailed a methodological review of processes and development of systems to reduce administrative
and response burden. The Unit presented a new strategy for the methodology, providing a comprehensive plan for
modernising the SBS mechanism to generate more accurate and reliable indicators on the business economy. This
proposal reflected a culmination of concepts studied by SBS members along the years which served to feed ideas for
new techniques. These developments will first be implemented in the SBS 2019 results and in the review of the SBS
2018 results.
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Online Data Collection System:
During 2020, the Unit oversaw the development of a dual data collection system. This allows a web-embedded SBS
questionnaire and an authentication portal to link the survey with a secure access platform for the respondents. This
marked the start to an application which will act as a model for online surveys, being a concept for a new approach to
data collection. Its advantages are digitisation of data collection, simplification of processes and maximising efficiency
and value.
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3.2 BUSINESS REGISTERS
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Managed the Business Register and computed Business Demographic statistics;

•

Maintained the Eurogroups Register;

•

Compiled Business Innovation statistics;

•

Compiled R&D statistics in the business sector.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Business Register and Business Demography:
The Business Register (BR) has exhausitive coverage of registered legal units in Malta and is the main database used to
build sampling frames as regards business surveys. In the year under review, the Unit continued to submit quarterly data
on new registrations and bankruptcies to Eurostat. Updates included: new registrations, reactivations, de-registrations,
NACE classification, employment and turnover. The sources used for updates are internal surveys and administrative
data.
Business demography is an output dependent on the BR population. The Unit started to provide annual business
demographic data on a regional basis within a grant-based project. As from reference year 2021, regional and quarterly
business demographic statistics will become mandatory under the EBS regulation.
Eurogroups Register:
The Eurogroups register is the European statistical register containing data on the global structure of multinational
enterprise groups. The Unit transmitted the required data to Eurostat. As from reference year 2019, the Eurogroup
register requirements included the country code of the natural person as the ultimate controlling institutional unit.
Business Innovation:
The Unit finalised the Business Innovation survey covering 2018. This survey was based on a new structure of innovation
types – ‘product’ and ‘business process’ – and covered the three-year period 2016-2018. The target population comprised
enterprises with 10 or more employees and amounted to around 2,400. The Unit was supported by a new IT application
for collection and reporting of data. Main indicators were first reported in March within the fast-track data collection,
followed by a full report in June through the SDMX format.
R&D:
The R&D survey within the business sector is carried out every year. The survey for reference year 2018 was finalised
and data transmissions were effected in June, upon which work started on the 2019 data collection.
Other Work:
The Unit put in effort into concepts and definitions such as the legal unit and enterprise unit. The basic population
consisted of enterprise groups comprising up to three legal units. A dedicated survey was launched to capture local
units by location (LAU 2 level). The target population was set by means of a question introduced in the Business
Innovation survey. Additionally, the Unit reviewed and updated the NACE classification, an exercise which is part of its
responsibilities.
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3.3 SHORT-TERM BUSINESS
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Produced news releases;

•

Effected data transmissions to Eurostat;

•

Improved the quality of construction building permit data;

•

Worked on commercial real estate indicators;

•

Focused on data quality improvements across the whole remit.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
News Releases:
The Unit produced 32 news releases in all. The Industrial Producer Price index and Industrial Production index were
published monthly while the Industrial and Services indicators were published every quarter. Quarterly indicators
included indices for turnover, employment, hours worked and wages. The challenge with the Unit’s news releases is to
maximise efficiency so that a high-quality output can be produced within stringent deadlines.
Data Transmissions:
The Unit effected 88 data transmissions to Eurostat in a timely manner. Monthly and quarterly transmissions covered:
turnover, production, producer prices, employment, hours worked, wages and building permits in the industry, construction,
wholesale, retail and services domains. Owing to the disruptions in the business sector brought about by Covid-19, the
quarterly services indicators and monthly retail trade deflated turnover proved to be particularly challenging.
Data Quality Improvements:
The Unit sought systems to mitigate the setbacks of 2020 to the business world. There were two main challenges:
survey response and imputations. Response for all surveys was expected to fall and for most industries, imputations
based on past performance could no longer be relied on. The Unit addressed the situation by prioritising digitisation
in data collection, improving internal reporting and adopting the concept of the Euclidean distance measurement as
its primary imputation method. The Unit also considered new administrative data sources and re-evaluated data held
internally to maintain representation levels and even improve them. Given this focus on data improvement, work on the
Services Producer Price indices slowed down and will be taken up again in 2021.
Construction Building Permits:
Meetings were held with the Planning Authority to continue discussing the changes needed to improve the quality of
data sources and processes. To improve consistency and coherence between the number and square metres of building
permits, both parties agreed on modifications so as to secure one version of data. As an outcome, the Unit ceased
compilations based on the old system and started working to set up a new version based on approval-stage data.
Commercial Real Estate:
The Unit participated in a task force to address this topic, where the new commercial ‘construction starts’ and ‘vacancy
rates’ continued to be discussed. Work on these two indicators made progress. The plan for the vacancy rates is to
launch a new survey as a joint project with the Prices Unit.
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3.4 ENVIRONMENT, AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES
Main Objectives for 2020 - Environment
•

Compiled the monetary environmental accounts modules, the physical module and economy-wide material flow
accounts;

•

Made first preparations for compilation of air emission accounts;

•

Produced and published Waste and Water statistics.

Main Objectives for 2020 - Agriculture and Fisheries
•

Carried out Census of Agriculture 2020;

•

Carried out the Farm Accountancy Data Network survey for reference year 2019;

•

Produced Agriculture statistics, economic accounts for agriculture and agro-environmental statistics;

•

Produced and published Fishery and Aquaculture statistics.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Environmental Accounts:
The Unit compiled the four monetary models for reference year 2018: environmental taxes by economic activity,
environmental protection expenditure accounts, environmental goods and services sector, and environmental subsidies
and similar transfers. The Unit also compiled the physical module related to the economy-wide material flow accounts
for reference years 2018 and 2019.
The Unit started preparing for the development of air emission accounts (AEA), a collaborative venture with the Malta
Resources Authority (MRA) and Environment Resources Authority (ERA). The NSO Unit with the Regional, Geospatial,
Energy and Transport remit is also a stakeholder since air emission accounts are partly linked to the physical energy
flow accounts (PEFA) which are within its remit.
Waste and Water:
In the year under review, two news releases were produced, featuring solid waste management for reference year 2018
and municipal waste for reference year 2019. Regarding the latter collection, data was revised to comply with definitions
in Eurostat and OECD guidelines.
The Unit continued to update Wastewater statistics and produced output on water production and consumption for
reference year 2019. The FAO Aquastat questionnaire and the OECD/Eurostat Joint Questionnaire on inland waters
were compiled and transmitted accordingly.
Census of Agriculture 2020:
Preparations for the Census were intensified during the first six months, including the questionnaire, guidelines, meetings
with stakeholders, publicity campaign, selection of interviewers and testing the IT system. Data collection started in
October and was targeted to be completed by April 2021. By the end of 2020, 61% of questionnaires were received and
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validated. An innovation in the Census was data collection through tablets.
Farm Accountancy Data Network survey:
This survey analyses the structural and commercial characteristics of agricultural holdings. The survey was carried out
between June and September, covering reference year 2019. The Unit also completed the validation process of data
for 2018. The NSO has an agreement with the Agriculture and Rural Payment Agency (ARPA) regarding this activity.
Agriculture:
The Unit compiled monthly and annual data on crop production, livestock, animal products, agricultural prices, and
indices. Data was transmitted to Eurostat and these statistics were also used to compile economic accounts for
agriculture covering 2019. An annual news release and data transmission were produced.
A survey was carried out among authorised importers of plant protection products to collect information on active
substances in products on the market. The period covered was 2019. Data was transmitted to Eurostat carrying
confidentiality flags where necessary. This data was used for the compilation of the Harmonised Risk indicator.
Fishery and Aquaculture:
The Unit continued to produce output on fish catches, fish landings and aquaculture. The latter collection entails an
annual census which in the year under review covered 2019.
Other Work:
Selected environmental and agriculture indicators were compiled and published on the NSO website.
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3.5 REGIONAL, GEOSPATIAL, ENERGY AND TRANSPORT
Main Objectives for 2020 - Energy
•

Produced Energy statistics, including physical energy flow accounts at the national level.

Main Objectives for 2020 - Transport
•

Produced Transport statistics on all modes relevant to Malta.

Main Objectives for 2020 - Regional and Geospatial
•

Established and prioritised objectives at the regional level;

•

Developed a regional and geospatial programme;

•

Led the Realistic Building Defined Street Layer (ReBuDS) project.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Energy:
The Unit collaborated with the main data sources, such as the Regulator of Energy and Water Services (REWS), the
Energy and Water Agency (EWA), Enemalta plc and ARMS Ltd to take Energy statistics from a national to a geospatial
level. Physical energy flow accounts (PEFA) were compiled for reference year 2018 and submitted to Eurostat. The Unit
produced detailed news releases on renewable energy and electricity supply, with corresponding data transmissions at
the EU level.
Transport:
The Unit collaborated with the key stakeholders, such as Transport Malta, Malta International Airport plc, Malta Insurance
Association and Malta Police. One example of such collaboration was a statistical presentation given during the Road
Traffic Accident Data Seminar organised by the Malta Road Safety Council in September.
An infringement involving transmission of Maritime statistics to Eurostat was resolved. The Unit produced quarterly
news releases on a range of transport topics: sea transport between Malta and Gozo, motor vehicles and road traffic
accidents.
The Unit also compiled the publication Transport Statistics 2019, a collection of statistics on passenger and freight
transport by road, sea and air.
Regional Objectives:
The Unit finalised work on regional employment estimates by place of residence and work, broken down by sex, in
respect of 2017, 2018 and 2019. The indicators: regional Gross Value Added at basic prices and regional Gross Domestic
Product at market prices were produced for the period 2014-2019. Data was revised retrospectively from year 2000 due
to the benchmark revision in National Accounts. Simultaneously, improvements were made to regional allocations in
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respect of National Accounts and Structural Business statistics. The Unit also produced data for the Urban Audit Report
covering 2019 and 2020.
Regional and Geospatial Programme:
For the compilation of the publication Regional Statistics MALTA 2020 edition, data was optimised at geographical levels
for several domains: population, income and living conditions, social protection, education, labour market, transport,
tourism, and the environment.
The Unit developed a geospatial programme covering all the relevant output of the NSO, producing data at different
territorial levels such as the LAU 1 (district) and LAU 2 (locality), as well as the statistical grids of 1km2 and 0.25km2. The
Unit participated in the SIntegraM project led by the Planning Authority which involves the development of integrated
spatial data for Malta. Data was also provided for the purposes of the INSPIRE directive.
ReBuDS Project:
ReBuDs refers to the Realistic Building Defined Street Layer. The project involves work on a point-based spatial layer
for the geocoding of street-based databases. In November, the NSO was awarded a grant project for the integration of
geospatial information and statistics. Within this activity, various address-based databases will be standardised and then
linked to ReBuDs to produce a network of georeferenced databases.
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4.1 LIVING CONDITIONS AND CULTURE
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Analysed and finalised EU-SILC 2019;

•

Worked on the data collection for EU-SILC 2020;

•

Produced Cinema and Library statistics for 2019 and worked on a Theatres database;

•

Analysed findings of Creative Participation in Arts, Media and Heritage survey;

•

Worked on the launch of a survey among book publishers.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
EU-SILC 2019:
The Unit analysed the findings of EU-SILC for reference year 2019. The analysis generated four news releases on
different topics, one of which was a new output on material deprivation and monetary poverty. Cross-sectional data
comprising the non-income variables was transmitted to Eurostat by February and the full datasets including the income
variables were transmitted by May.
EU-SILC 2020:
Data collection for reference year 2020 was launched. As experienced in other domains during the year under review,
the Unit met challenges in physical collection. The problem was mitigated by a strategic shift to a Computer Assisted
Telephone Interviewing (CATI) survey.
Culture:
The Unit carried out the annual surveys on Cinemas and Libraries and produced the respective outputs. There are
plans for a survey among Theatres, in preparation for which the Unit finalised the database for the purpose of sample
extraction.
Creative Participation in Arts, Media and Heritage:
This survey was a joint project with the Arts Council Malta and focused on the cultural practitioners’ perspective. It was
carried out and analysed in 2020, with final results projected for 2021.
Book Publishers:
The Unit concluded preparatory work on the launch of a survey among book publishers in Malta. The survey is a
collaborative project with the National Book Council and will cover two reference years 2019-2020. The plan is to launch
the exercise in early 2021.
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4.2 LABOUR MARKET AND INFORMATION SOCIETY
Main Objectives for 2020 - Labour Market
•

Carried out activities on Labour Force survey;

•

Compiled statistics on registered employment and unemployment;

•

Produced monthly unemployment rates;

•

Collected and produced data for Job Vacancy statistics;

•

Produced Labour Cost indices;

•

Compiled statistics on accidents at work and fatalities at work.

Main Objectives for 2020 - Information Society
•

Carried out the ICT household-based survey;

•

Carried out the ICT enterprise-based survey.

Main Objectives for 2020 - Other Surveys
•

Analysed data generated by three third-party surveys.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Labour Force Survey:
In 2020, the results of the quarterly Labour Force survey (LFS) were analysed. The information was transmitted to
Eurostat and published at national and European level. The latter data was submitted in advance of the regulated
deadline.
Work on a 10-year break-free time series of LFS main indicator data was started. It is planned to conclude this activity by
the last quarter of 2021. Throughout the year heavier use was made of administrative data to better monitor and analyse
data patterns generated by the LFS. This activity gained more relevance in view of the changing dynamics of the labour
market during the Covid-19 pandemic. Data used included that of JobsPlus, Social Security and aggregated data on
the wage supplement scheme administered by Malta Enterprise.
The Unit also developed the LFS questionnaire to integrate questions related to an ad hoc module on the labour
market situation of migrants and their immediate descendants. The NSO was awarded an EU grant to help towards its
implementation. Also, a module intended to help measurement of the impact of Covid-19 on employment conditions
was added to the regular LFS. Data generated by the 2019 ad hoc module on work organisation and working-time
arrangements was transmitted to Eurostat in the first quarter of 2020, with the publication planned for 2021.
A Eurostat grant involved an enquiry into the use of computer-aided personal interviewing in the LFS. The final report,
detailing work undertaken in switching LFS data collection from paper-based to computer-based, was submitted. The
grant will help to build capacity, the plan being to move all LFS collection to computer-based in 2021.
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Registered Employment and Registered Unemployment:
These two sub-domains draw on administrative data provided by JobsPlus. In the year under review, registered
unemployment news releases were produced and disseminated within the stipulated timeframes. However, there were
delays with the registered employment news releases. In spite of this, through collaboration with JobsPlus, the Unit
received a flow of information including a weekly report on registered unemployment levels. This information is useful
for monitoring the labour market situation, for LFS analysis and monthly unemployment rate data processing. The Unit
also worked on ways by which engagement and termination data could be applied to provide an estimate of employment
levels. The outcome was the computation of a table with monthly aggregate information on full-time and part-time
employment.
The Unit held discussions with the Business Registers Unit concerning the NACE codes to be assigned to public sector
and public service units. Following extensive internal discussions, the final code list was determined. Revised codes
were applied by Jobsplus starting from data referring to January 2020. The same exercise also fed into the NACE
coding used in other surveys carried out by the Unit.
Another exercise related to the alignment of NACE codes in JobsPlus registers with Business Register data. During
a meeting held in the last quarter of 2020, Jobsplus highlighted various instances which made it clear that a matching
exercise is needed.
Monthly Unemployment Rates:
The monthly unemployment rate (MUR) has evolved into a monthly indicator disseminated at both national and European
level. The Unit submitted MUR data within the set timeframes and all national releases were disseminated on time.
Owing to the effects of the pandemic, the Unit produced more in-depth analysis based on the MUR. The analysis
covered ways to link LFS with JobsPlus data to allow an efficient response to users’ needs.
Labour Cost Index:
The computation of the labour cost index (LCI) was impacted by two main events. The first related to the National
Accounts benchmark revision. This made necessary the re-working of LCI time series data. The second event related
to the subsidies being received by enterprises on account of Covid-19. This created a methodological issue. Following
discussions with Eurostat, LCI information was correctly produced and data for the second quarter of 2020 was
transmitted.
Accidents and Fatalities at Work:
The Unit analysed Social Security data in detail and came up with queries which were directed to the source for
clarification. The analysis rectified incorrect codes assigned to variables. Data transmissions and news releases were
produced in a timely manner.
ICT Surveys:
The ICT household-based survey experienced an improvement in response in spite of challenges. This enabled timely
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data transmissions and quality reporting. In contrast, the ICT enterprise-based survey met some hurdles but still garnered
a satisfactory response rate. The data collection was improved by a customised application for automatic emailing of
questionnaires which enabled efficiency gains. Two questions relating to commercial rents and commercial vacant
premises were added, primarily to meet a requirement by Economic Statistics and Business Statistics.
Other Work:
The Unit analysed the data generated by three third-party surveys: Audience survey (which commission is being
discontinued by the NSO); Mobile Usage survey; and Green Jobs survey. The latter was complicated because the
questions were not always clear to respondents. To improve data quality, the Unit was supported by the Data Management
Unit for follow-up calls and by resorting to administrative data held internally. Moreover the Unit researched company
websites to have visibility of green activities undertaken by businesses.
In the year under review, data provided by the Commission for the Rights of Persons with Disability was matched
with administrative data from JobsPlus, Social Security and Education statistics. The outcome needs to be discussed
internally and with stakeholders. The Unit further proposed use of the Washington Group questions in this area which
can be a potentially important input for developing statistics on this sub-domain.
The Unit also compiled the publication Reconciliation between Work and Family Life covering reference year 2018,
which is sourced in Labour Force survey estimates.
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4.3 POPULATION, MIGRATION AND CRIME
Main Objectives for 2020 - Population and Migration
•

Produced Demographic and Migration statistics;

•

Compiled provisional population and household estimates;

•

Updated the register of persons and households;

•

Worked on population projections;

•

Worked on Eurostat’s project concerning the post-Census 2021 strategy;

•

Produced Asylum and Managed Migration statistics at various frequencies;

•

Worked on alignment brought about by amendments to the EU legislation.

Main Objectives for 2020 - Crime
•

Produced Crime statistics;

•

Collected data on money laundering and financing of terrorism;

•

Collaborated with the main stakeholder for the collection of Domestic Violence statistics.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Demography and Migration:
Demographic and migration statistics were produced for reference year 2019. Indicators included fertility rates, crude
birth rates, mortality rates, life expectancy, migration flows, marriages and divorces. One of the outputs was a popular
news release published on the occasion of World Population Day in July. The Unit also produced population figures by
locality in fulfilment of the Local Councils Act. These were published in the Government Gazette in August.
Provisional Estimates:
The Unit produced provisional population and household counts to be used for internal purposes. The working methods
were reviewed to take into account any changes to demographic trends for 2020 that may have occurred because of
the impact of the pandemic.
Register of Persons and Households:
The Unit updated the register as at end 2018. Following this, the register passed to the newly-formed Census Unit for
2019 and 2020 updates, as part of the preparations for the mailing list of Census 2021. The register is a useful tool in
geospatial mapping and can be used also to fulfil requirements in connection with the post-Census 2021 strategy.
Population Projections:
Eurostat launched a consultation among Member States on the preliminary outcomes of their population projections
project known as EUROPOP 2019. The projections provide data on 31 European countries and have the time horizon
of 2019-2100. The Unit consulted with Eurostat and sent feedback. Eurostat published its projections in April.
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Post-2021 Census Strategy:
The Unit took an active part in the discussions on the proposed framework regulation for demographic statistics.
Participation occurred through written consultations and a task force. The plans are that the new regulation will come
into force in 2024.
Asylum and Managed Migration:
The Unit collaborated with the appropriate government entities to compile statistics on residence permits, international
protection, forced returns and repatriations. Monthly, quarterly and annual frequencies are stipulated by Regulation (EC)
No 862/2007.
Amendments to the Legislation:
In the light of the process of amendments to Regulation (EC) No 862/2007, the Unit held meetings with stakeholders
and internally, with the International Affairs and Sustainable Development Unit, to assess the need for derogations.
Derogations were requested for some new data requirements such as those relating to asylum, residence permits and
the Dublin agreement on asylum.
Crime:
This domain is not yet regulated by the European Commission. However, the Unit sent data for reference year 2019 to
contribute to an annual questionnaire administered jointly by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
and Eurostat. Ad-hoc requests from international entities were also dealt with. In the year under review, two structures
for specialised sub-domains were created: money laundering and financing of terrorism, and domestic violence. The
NSO collaborated with the Police Department, with the outcome that the NSO agreed to deliver training on statistical
literacy to members of the force, specifically on Crime statistics.
Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism:
The Unit continued putting in place the groundwork for ML/FT statistics started in 2019. Templates were designed and
the first request for data was sent to all the stakeholders at the beginning of the year. Data collection covered the two
years 2018-2019. The first data cycle, including verification, was concluded by December.
The Unit organised the first Working Group on ML/FT statistics in May, bringing together all the stakeholders involved
in the data collection exercise. This working group provides overview of the status of data collection and a platform
for future work in this sub-domain. Work began on a new data collection intended to measure the effectiveness of
confiscation of proceeds and instrumentalities, among others. This work is planned to continue in earnest in 2021.
Domestic Violence:
The Unit produced data for reference year 2018 and the corresponding quality reports which were used to give
feedback to the relevant stakeholders. A new round of data collection was launched, covering 2019. The Unit engaged
in considerable outreach to launch this sub-domain effectively. Collaboration was undertaken in various forms with the
Commission on Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence, the Primary Health Care Department within the Ministry
for Health, and GREVIO, the independent expert body responsible for monitoring the Council of Europe Convention on
Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence, known as the Istanbul Convention.
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4.4 TOURISM AND EDUCATION
Main Objectives for 2020 - Tourism
•

Carried out the TOURSTAT survey;

•

Carried out the ACCOMSTAT census;

•

Produced Cruise Passenger statistics;

•

Carried out National Tourism survey.

Main Objectives for 2020 - Education
•

Produced Education statistics;

•

Collected data on free childcare. Started work on collection of paid childcare data;

•

Worked on English as a Foreign Language data collection;

•

Started work on the Continuing Vocational Training Survey.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
TOURSTAT and ACCOMSTAT
The ongoing frontier survey was suspended between 12 March and 30 June 2020 on account of the pandemic. Statistical
methods were applied to cover the week 13-20 March when scheduled passenger flights were still operative. From April
to June, the monthly news release was cancelled because of travel restrictions and border closures.
In the ACCOMSTAT census, data was collected primarily through Computer assisted web interviewing (CAWI). Data
was cross validated to ensure consistency.
Cruise Passengers:
The Unit produces data using administrative records provided by Transport Malta. The NSO publishes this data in a
quarterly news release. Statistics for the second quarter were not produced due to suspension of cruise liner calls during
this period.
National Tourism:
The survey is carried out quarterly among Maltese residents aged 15 and over who reside in private households. It
collects information on outbound and domestic tourism trips.
Education Statistics:
The Unit produced data on student enrolments, graduates, absenteeism, academic credit mobility, educational
expenditure and personnel, and teaching English as a foreign language (TEFL). A register with the characteristics of
students, graduates and education personnel was built and is being maintained annually, also servicing the needs of other
internal Units. Preparation for a first-time news release featuring education personnel was undertaken, with publication
planned for early 2021. Additionally, the Unit collected data on free childcare and started laying the groundwork for data
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on paid childcare. In the latter field, it collaborated with the Prices Unit.
The Education statistical domain entails working with both administrative sources and primary respondents, namely, the
educational institutions. In the year under review, the Unit continued to build and maintain collaboration with the Ministry
responsible for Education, the former National Commission for Further and Higher Education, now re-designated as
the Malta Further and Higher Education Authority (MFHEA), the University of Malta (UoM), the Malta College of Arts,
Science and Technology (MCAST), the Institute of Tourism Studies (ITS), the English Language Training Council (ELT),
the Archdiocese of Malta and the individual educational institutions in the State, Church and Private sectors.
Continuing Vocational Training Survey:
Work started on formulating the questionnaire for CVTS 2020. The activity will be launched in June 2021.
Other Work:
Selected tourism and education indicators were compiled and published on the NSO website.
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5.1 IT SYSTEMS
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Continued work on the IT transformation project;

•

Worked on several software projects;

•

Adapted IT infrastructure to remote working;

•

Gave support in software and hardware needs related to NSO’s special project for 2021: Census of Population
and Housing.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
IT Transformation:
The full name for this project is the Statistical Production Service Architecture (SPSA). It is staged over a number of years
and will completely redesign the NSO’s IT architecture by taking a centralised approach: a statistical data warehouse
catering for all domains and supporting centralised IT tools. The project was given the green light following a feasibility
study. The tender for the procurement of the IT system was issued through the Department of Contracts in June. The
received bids were scrutinised and evaluated by the evaluation panel. The results of the evaluation were then presented
to the Department of Contracts to conclude the procurement process.
Software Projects:
The Unit pursued its objective of supporting modernisation of data collection systems, facilitating processes by developing
bespoke software. In the year under review, the Unit worked on 30 software projects, including Computer-assisted Personal
Interviewing (CAPI) tools for Census of Agriculture 2020, the Labour Force survey, Income and Living Conditions survey,
and the Household Finance and Consumption survey.
IT Infrastructure:
2020 was characterised by a decisive shift to remote working. The Unit had a pivotal role in the shift, providing staff
members with hardware and software in line with adaptation to home working and assisting staff members with IT problem
solving. The Unit dealt with over 1,200 calls for assistance. It also maintained a constant presence on the premises to
oversee and monitor the upkeep of NSO servers.
Support for NSO’s Special Project:
The Unit started the design and development of the software platform that will be used for the Census of Population and
Housing 2021, including the online questionnaire and a CAPI tool for use by the enumerators. A public call for tender was
issued for procurement of hardware: tablet devices intended for use in physical data collection. The Unit collaborated with
the Central Bureau of Statistics of The Netherlands to enrich the development team with expertise and experience in this
field.
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5.2 INFORMATION SECURITY
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Complied with the ISO 27001 standard in a number of key areas;

•

Provided training to staff on information security;

•

Improved the NSO’s physical security.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Compliance with the ISO 27001 Standard:
The journey towards ISO 27001 in information security management started in 2016 when the NSO assessed its level of
compliance with the Standard and started the process of stepping up information security practices across all domains.
In 2019 the Office succeeded in achieving the ISO 27001 certification for the domains of IT, Human Resources, Legal
Affairs, and International Trade. In 2020, the scope of the exercise was widened to include all remaining domains within
the Data Capability and Economic Statistics directorates.
Furthermore internal policies, procedures and other relevant documents were reviewed together with a risk assessment
exercise to identify and measure potential threats related to information security and outline a number of controls to
mitigate these. Processes, policies, procedures, practices, and software applications that were not in line with the
Standard were redesigned accordingly. To facilitate the transition, a tailored software application was developed inhouse to cater for access and review of controls, asset and incident management procedures and other support services.
All this work was complemented by an internal audit carried out by an external consultant covering all domains, and
two external audits carried out by the Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority (MCCAA) covering the Data
Capability and Economic Statistics directorates.
Training to Staff:
All NSO staff members received training on many information security topics. The objective was to familiarise staff
with the change in the Office’s approach to information security, communicate the risks involved, and how this change
needed to be reflected in all procedures and work practices at all staff levels. The sessions were spread throughout the
year under review and covered subjects such as phishing and social engineering; remote working and secure mobile
devices; malware and safe web browsing.
Improved Security of Premises:
Throughout 2020 initiatives were taken to continue improving the Office’s physical security. Following implementation
of independent systems in the previous year, including installation of CCTV surveillance, access control and improved
key management systems, further CCTV surveillance cameras were installed, as well as a perimeter intrusion detection
system to monitor access to NSO premises and sensitive areas within the building. Secure areas such as the document
registry room and the data centre were equipped with internal CCTV surveillance and an access control system which
also serves to keep track of persons accessing the various facilities.
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5.3 METHODOLOGY AND QUALITY
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Undertook metadata and questionnaire design;

•

Carried out sampling;

•

Carried out anonymisation of survey data;

•

Carried out validation of data;

•

Gave support in the public consultation process and questionnaire design related to NSO’s special project for
2021: Census of Population and Housing.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Metadata and Questionnaire Design:
Questionnaires for all social surveys, 15 in total, were systematically designed.

Special attention was paid to

standardisation of structure and metadata in an effort to fully comply with EU standards, improve data quality and
minimise measurement error. Additionally, the Unit prepared 85 metadata reports on the lines of EU and international
standards. These were subsequently published on the NSO website.
Sampling:
Samples were drawn for various social and business surveys while sampling methodologies for ongoing surveys such
as the Labour Force, Statistics for Income and Living Conditions and Structural Business were reviewed and further
refined to improve the overall sample allocation and coverage. The population and households sampling frame was
updated in terms of contact details.
Anonymisation of Survey Data:
All data shared with third parties, including microdata transmitted to Eurostat, public use files provided to accredited
researchers, and all other published data in aggregate form, were treated for confidentiality using tailored software
applications. The established methodology for the control of statistical data disclosure was reviewed and improved
to ensure consistency across different domains. Pseudonymisation was introduced to allow for a more secure datasharing regime within the organisation.
Validation of Data:
The Unit validated and sanitised the data generated by the NSO’s social surveys. In all, this procedure was carried
out on 50 datasets. The ultimate destination of the cleaned datasets was either one of the domain Units or national
researchers. The Unit also validated, analysed and compiled the reports in respect of the data for two surveys carried
out on behalf of the Directorate for Health Information and Research, featuring the Covid-19 pandemic.
Support for NSO’s Special Project:
The Unit gave service to the NSO’s special project for 2021: the Census of Population and Housing. The work entailed
a thorough evaluation of responses and requests received during the Census’s public consultation, following which the
questionnaire was designed.
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5.4 DATA MANAGEMENT
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Managed fieldwork relating to data collection;

•

Modernised data collection systems.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Data Collection Fieldwork:
The Unit carried out 14 surveys, entailing over 52,000 interviews over the different domains. These included a range of
social statistics and information and communication technology usage by households and business enterprises. Data
collection for external projects was also undertaken. These included, among many others, the European Health Interview
survey, Household Finance and Consumption survey, a survey for participants in ESF-funded projects, environmental
surveys and a survey about the Covid-19 pandemic. Training of external interviewers and briefing sessions were carried
out virtually.
During the suspension of the TOURSTAT survey at the Malta International Airport, the Unit organised and assigned
interviewing tasks to be carried out from the interviewers’ home. This was an effective measure intended to increase
response to the social surveys.
Modernising Data Collection:
Environmental awareness and, as an immediate cause, the Covid-19 situation led to a rethinking of data collection
methods and devising alternative means. In the year under review, the Unit took stock of all the data collection exercises
which were still paper-based and transformed them to electronic means. This meant that all collection systems managed
by the Unit were electronic-based by the end of the year. The shift generated more efficiency and considerable savings
in paper use and printing.
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6.1 HUMAN RESOURCES AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Launched new HR DAKAR system;

•

Coordinated selection and recruitment procedures in line with an approved HR plan;

•

Prepared and executed monthly payroll exercise including payment of casual workers;

•

Reviewed and renewed job descriptions;

•

Reviewed employees’ personal files to be in line with internal policies and GDPR requirements;

•

Renewed Equality Mark certification with the National Commission for People’s Equality;

•

Processed and analysed Staff Satisfaction Survey findings.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
DAKAR HR System:
The Unit performed a series of tests on the DAKAR system before going live. The system has novel features such as
online punching and recording of location being worked from. These two features, among others, proved very useful
during Covid-19 as they enabled employees to properly record working time and the Office to keep track of its workforce.
The last quarter of the year was used as a parallel run where the old and new systems ran together. This ensured a
smooth changeover and full functionality. DAKAR was launched as a standalone system on 1 January 2021.
Selection and Recruitment:
Recruitment drives launched in the year under review resulted in 25 interviewing sessions and recruitment of 29 new
employees. This can be broken down as:
•

14 statisticians/statistical officers;

•

8 administrative officers 5;

•

2 ICT Officers;

•

5 interns.

Four staff members resigned from their posts of statistician. All new recruits attended induction and onboarding sessions.
Monthly Payroll Exercise:
The Unit ensured that monthly salaries were prepared and executed in a timely manner. An improvement was made with
processing payments for casual interviewers. These started being paid by means of a direct debit bank transfer instead
of by cheque, facilitating processes both from the operational and the timeliness point of view.
Renewal of Job Descriptions and Review of Personal Files:
The process started with consultations with senior and middle management. Acting on the outcomes, a new set of job
descriptions was compiled to meet current and future requirements. These are now the subject of discussion with the
Union prior to implementation.
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Furthermore, an exercise was undertaken to bring employees’ personal files in line with internal policies and GDPR
requirements. Note was taken of missing or superfluous documents and adjustments were made as needed. This
exercise will be completed when an updated contract of employment and an updated job description is provided to every
employee.
Equality Mark:
The NSO’s certification as an Equality Employer from the National Commission for People’s Equality (NCPE) was
due for re-assessment, the objective being to obtain the certification for another 3-year period. The Office fulfilled the
established criteria and was issued with the Equality Certification for 2021-2023.
Staff Satisfaction Survey:
The Unit launched a satisfaction survey among staff by means of an online questionnaire to ensure privacy of information.
Results indicated that the majority of staff find working at the NSO a positive experience although various indicators
showed a need for improvement.
Overall:
2020, as the year of the Covid-19 pandemic, tested the capacity of the Unit to the utmost. In addition to its pre-determined
objectives, the Unit had a central role in helping senior management to put in place a safe working environment while
maintaining continuity of business.
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6.2 PROCUREMENT, SUPPORT AND RESOURCES
Main Objectives for 2020
•

Procurement;

•

Local training;

•

Foreign training;

•

International meetings.

Work Carried Out and Achievements
Procurement Activities:
The Unit drew up and issued calls for quotations for a diverse range of goods and services including consumables,
uniforms, hardware parts and accessories, infrastructural and refurbishment services. It also supported the Units with
calls for quotations for project-related services such as the multi-faceted services relating to the Census of Population
and Housing.
The Unit completed the tender process “Provision of Security Services to the NSO” to award stage. It also drew up and
published the following tenders:
•

General Handyman Services at the Malta Statistics Authority;

•

Procurement of Tablets for the Census of Population and Housing;

•

Implementation of a Centralised Statistical Production System and Related Support and Maintenance.

Work on the following tenders is in progress:
•

Renovation of Bathrooms;

•

Information Security Services;

•

Carrying out of the Construction Survey.

Local Training:
One hundred and sixteen staff members participated in 13 local training sessions. The sessions were classified into three
types: two management development with eight participants; one continuous development course with two participants;
and ten in-house courses on various statistical and operational domains with 106 participants.
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Table 1. Local Training: 2020
Training type

No. of participants

% of total

Management Development Training
Mental wellness at the workplace

5

4.31

Self-care and wellbeing in time of change

3

2.59

2

1.72

19

16.38

Evolution of the NSO, role of the MSA & the workings of the Authority

5

4.31

Inflation & price indices

8

6.90

10

8.62

Meeting on security

6

5.17

National Accounts benchmark revision

5

4.31

Population & Migration statistics

13

11.21

Short-term Statistics indicators: compilation challenges & methodology

14

12.07

Census of Agriculture

12

10.34

Use of Geospatial Statistics in Official Statistics

14

12.07

116

100.00

Continuous Development Training
Kitba uffiċjali bil-Malti
In-house training (Virtual)
Census of Population and Housing: modernisation and innovations

Living conditions statistics

Total

Foreign Training:
In the light of the big impact Covid-19 had on overseas travel, foreign training in 2020 was conducted virtually. The Unit
took care of the logistics to enable participation, by bringing invitations to the notice of interested staff members and
completing the required documentation. Twenty-four employees attended virtual training sessions.
Table 2. Foreign Virtual Training: 2020
Training type

No. of participants

% of total

Physical Energy Flow Accounts

3

12.50

Big data

3

12.50

National Accounts in practice: advanced

1

4.17

Supply-Use tables, Input-Output tables & analyses

1

4.17

Economic and social classification: methodology& application

1

4.17

Government finance statistics and Excessive debt procedure Part I & II

2

8.33

Integration of statistical and geospatial information: from geocoding to statistical

4

16.67

Statistical business registers & their Role in statistical production

6

25.00

Balance of Payments: advanced

3

12.50

24

100.00

maps

Total
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International Meetings:
The Unit procured flights and accommodation and organised travel insurance for a very limited number of staff who
attended conferences, seminars, Council meetings, working groups and workshops. Physical trips abroad amounted to
11, a monthly average of just under one trip per month when compared to an average of 12 trips in the preceding year.
Corresponding physical business days dropped by 92%. By contrast, 115 virtual meetings took place, accounting for
185 business days.
Table 3a. Business Trips Abroad: Comparative Analysis

2019

Participation by function
Business trips
Management Team

2020
in days

Business trips

in days

105

343

8

29

44

139

3

10

-

-

-

-

149

482

11

39

Conferences and Seminars and Summits

21

86

3

10

Council Meetings, GNI and Other Meetings

70

214

5

16

8

30

2

10

50

152

1

3

January

6

22

2

5

February

7

22

6

21

March

17

65

3

13

April

10

31

-

-

May

17

52

-

-

June

28

87

-

-

July

5

14

-

-

August

-

-

-

-

September

10

36

-

-

October

20

62

-

-

November

17

55

-

-

December

12

36

-

-

Statisticians & Programmer III
Executive Staff
Total
Description by type

Sessions
Working Groups/Parties and Workshops
Distribution by month
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Table 3b. International Meetings Attended Physically: Comparative Analysis
in days

Participation by function

2019

2020

218

20

95

6

-

-

313

26

63

5

134

9

Sessions

17

10

Working Groups/Parties and Workshops

99

2

January

11

3

February

12

11

March

53

12

April

19

-

May

34

-

June

58

-

July

7

-

August

-

-

September

24

-

October

41

-

November

31

-

December

23

-

Management Team
Statisticians & Programmer III
Executive Staff
Total
Description by type
Conferences and Seminars and Summits
Council Meetings, GNI and Other Meetings

Distribution by month
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Table 3c. International Meetings Attended Virtually: Comparative Analysis
in days

Participation by function

2019

2020

Management Team

-

95

Statisticians & Programmer III

-

90

Executive Staff

-

-

-

185

Conferences and Seminars and Summits

-

8

Council Meetings, GNI and Other Meetings

-

87

Sessions

-

-

Working Groups/Parties and Workshops

-

90

January

-

1

February

-

-

March

-

6

April

-

10

May

-

20

June

-

16

July

-

5

August

-

12

September

-

18

October

-

50

November

-

32

December

-

15

Total
Description by type

Distribution by month

The Unit managed and recorded travel-related expenditure comprising airfares, per diem and insurance. There is an
amount of administrative documentation which must be filled in and submitted post participation. This facilitates the
smooth recuperation of travel expenditure by the Office. The Unit completed all documentation in a timely manner.
Table 4 summarises the direct financial burden incurred by the NSO. The Office receives financial support from the
European Commission and sometimes from other institutions to assist in official meeting participation. The Office’s main
direct burden consists of subsistence allowance and insurance. In 2020 total travel expenditure, comprising airfares,
accommodation, subsistence allowance and insurance, amounted to €14,660, substantially less than the €151,489
spent in 2019.
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Table 4. Travel Expenditure: Comparative Analysis

€
Month

Per Diem*
2019

Travel

2020

2019

Insurance
2020

2019

Total Cost

2020

2019

2020

January

3,948

890

1,693

534

81

27

5,722

1,451

February

4,048

4,191

1,979

1,789

95

81

6,122

6,061

16,132

5,276

5,853

1,831

230

41

22,216

7,148

April

6,808

-

4,633

-

136

-

11,576

-

May

8,758

-

7,049

-

230

-

16,038

-

June

16,636

-

11,273

-

379

-

28,289

-

July

2,533

-

2,546

-

68

-

5,147

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11,902

-

4,066

-

136

-

16,104

-

October

9,330

-

9,118

-

271

-

18,719

-

November

6,921

-

5,490

-

230

-

12,641

-

December

4,486

-

4,265

-

163

-

8,914

-

91,503

10,357

57,967

4,154

2,019

149

151,489

14,660

March

August
September

Total

* may include other expenditure
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Table A1. News Releases published in 2020
Number

Release name

Date of
publication

1

Unemployment Rate: November 2019

08/01/2020

2

International Trade: November 2019

09/01/2020

3

Index of Industrial Production: November 2019

10/01/2020

4

Quarterly Accounts for General Government: Q3/2019

13/01/2020

5

Inbound Tourism: November 2019

14/01/2020

6

Sea Transport between Malta and Gozo: Q4/2019

15/01/2020

7

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: December 2019

17/01/2020

8

Cruise Passengers: Q4/2019

21/01/2020

9

Retail Price Index: December 2019

22/01/2020

10

ICT Usage by Enterprises: 2019

23/01/2020

11

Unemployment Rate: December 2019

27/01/2020

12

Industrial Producer Price Indices: December 2019

28/01/2020

13

Registered Unemployment: November and December 2019

29/01/2020

14

Expenditure of General Government Sector by Function: 2014-2018

30/01/2020

15

Motor Vehicles: Q4/2019

31/01/2020

16

Accidents at Work: July-December 2019

04/02/2020

17

Inbound Tourism: December 2019

05/02/2020

18

Index of Industrial Production: December 2019

07/02/2020

19

International Trade: December 2019

11/02/2020

20

Road Traffic Accidents: Q4/2019

12/02/2020

21

Registered Employment: August 2019

13/02/2020

22

Direct Investment in Malta and Abroad: January-June 2019

14/02/2020

23

Solid Waste Management: 2018

17/02/2020

24

Outbound Tourism: Q4/2019

18/02/2020

25

Pre-Primary, Primary and Secondary Formal Education: 2017-2018

19/02/2020

26

ICT Usage by Households: 2019

19/02/2020

27

Registered Unemployment: January 2020

20/02/2020
continued on next page 
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Table A1. News Releases published in 2020
Number

Release name

Date of
publication

28

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: January 2020

21/02/2020

29

Short-term Services Indicators: Q4/2019

24/02/2020

30

Industrial Producer Price Indices: January 2020

25/02/2020

31

Retail Price Index: January 2020

26/02/2020

32

Collective Accommodation Establishments: Q4/2019

27/02/2020

33

Government Finance Data: January 2020

28/02/2020

34

Gross Domestic Product: 2019

28/02/2020

35

Unemployment Rate: January 2020

02/03/2020

36

Short-term Industrial Indicators: Q4/2019

03/03/2020

37

Registered Employment: September 2019

04/03/2020

38

International Women's Day: 2020

06/03/2020

39

Index of Industrial Production: January 2020

09/03/2020

40

Inbound Tourism: January 2020

10/03/2020

41

International Trade in Goods: January 2020

11/03/2020

42

Teaching English as a Foreign Language: 2019

12/03/2020

43

EU-SILC 2019: Material Deprivation

16/03/2020

44

International Investment Position of Malta: 2019

17/03/2020

45

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: February 2020

18/03/2020

46

International Economic and Financial Transactions: Q4/2019

20/03/2020

47

Retail Price Index: February 2020

23/03/2020

48

Industrial Producer Price Indices: February 2020

24/03/2020

49

Registered Unemployment: February 2020

25/03/2020

50

Labour Force Survey: Q4/2019

26/03/2020

51

Government Finance Data: January-February 2020

27/03/2020

52

Government Finance Data: January-December 2019

30/03/2020

53

Unemployment Rate: February 2020

01/04/2020
continued on next page 
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Table A1. News Releases published in 2020
Number

Release name

Date of
publication

54

Students in Post-secondary and Tertiary Education: 2017/2018

03/04/2020

55

Government Expenditure on Social Security Benefits: Jan-Dec 2019

06/04/2020

56

Inbound Tourism: February 2020

07/04/2020

57

Index of Industrial Production: February 2020

08/04/2020

58

International Trade in Goods: February 2020

09/04/2020

59

Registered Employment: October 2019

13/04/2020

60

Sea Transport between Malta and Gozo: Q1/2020

14/04/2020

61

Abstentiseem in Schools: 2017/2018

15/04/2020

62

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: March 2020

17/04/2020

63

Registered Unemployment: March 2020

21/04/2020

64

Quarterly Accounts for General Government: Q4/2019 (SDDS Annual - 2016)

22/04/2020

65

Government Debt and Deficit under the Maastricht Treaty, first reporting of 2020

22/04/2020

66

Retail Price Index: March 2020

23/04/2020

67

Government Finance Data: January-March 2020

24/04/2020

68

Motor Vehicles: Q1/2020

27/04/2020

69

Cruise Passengers: Q1/2020

28/04/2020

70

Industrial Producer Price Indices: March 2020

30/04/2020

71

Unemployment Rate: March 2020

30/04/2020

72

Registered Business Units: 2019

04/05/2020

73

Road Traffic Accidents: Q1/2020

05/05/2020

74

Government Expenditure on Social Security Benefits: Jan-Mar 2020

06/05/2020

75

Inbound Tourism: March 2020

07/05/2020

76

Index of Industrial Production: March 2020

08/05/2020

77

The Effect of COVID-19 on the Labour Market

08/05/2020

78

International Trade in Goods: March 2020

11/05/2020

79

Registered Employment: November 2019

12/05/2020
continued on next page 
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Table A1. News Releases published in 2020
Number

Release name

Date of
publication

80

International Day of Families: 2020

14/05/2020

81

Short-term Industrial Indicators: Q1/2020

15/05/2020

82

Outbound Tourism: Q1/2020

19/05/2020

83

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: April 2020

20/05/2020

84

Collective Accommodation Establishments: Q1/2020

22/05/2020

85

Registered Unemployment: April 2020 (postponed)

22/05/2020

86

Short-term Services Indicators: Q1/2020

25/05/2020

87

Retail Price Index: April 2020

26/05/2020

88

Industrial Producer Price Indices: April 2020

27/05/2020

89

Unemployment Rate: April 2020

28/05/2020

90

Government Finance Data: January-April 2020

29/05/2020

91

Gross Domestic Product: Q1/2020

29/05/2020

92

Structure of General Government Debt: 2019

01/06/2020

93

World Environment Day: 2020

04/06/2020

94

Index of Industrial Production: April 2020

05/06/2020

95

Cinema Statistics: 2019

08/06/2020

96

International Trade in Goods: April 2020

09/06/2020

97

Graduate Students: 2017/2018

11/06/2020

98

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: May 2020

17/06/2020

99

Renewable Energy from Photovoltaic Panels (PVs): 2019

18/06/2020

100

Retail Price Index: May 2020

19/06/2020

101

World Refugee Day: 20 June 2020

19/06/2020

102

International Economic and Financial Transactions: Q1/2020

22/06/2020

103

Industrial Producer Price Indices: May 2020

23/06/2020

104

Registered Unemployment: May 2020

24/06/2020

105

Labour Force Survey: Q1/2020

25/06/2020
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106

Government Finance Data: January-May 2020

26/06/2020

107

The Effect of COVID-19 on the Labour Market
A comparison between March and April 2020

26/06/2020

108

Unemployment Rate: May 2020

30/06/2020

109

Index of Industrial Production: May 2020

06/07/2020

110

Regional Tourism: 2017-2019

07/07/2020

111

Property Price Index: Q2/2019-Q1/2020

08/07/2020

112

Quarterly Accounts for General Government: Q1/2020

09/07/2020

113

International Trade in Goods: May 2020

10/07/2020

114

World Population Day: 11 July 2020

10/07/2020

115

Statistics on Libraries: 2019

13/07/2020

116

Registered Employment: December 2019 and January 2020

15/07/2020

117

Public Corporations: 2018

29/05/2020

118

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: June 2020

17/07/2020

119

Sea Transport between Malta and Gozo: Q2/2020

20/07/2020

120

Research and Development in Malta: 2016-2018

21/07/2020

121

Motor Vehicles: Q2/2020

22/07/2020

122

Retail Price Index: June 2020

23/07/2020

123

Registered Unemployment: June 2020

27/07/2020

124

Industrial Producer Price Indices: June 2020

28/07/2020

125

Unemployment Rate: June 2020

29/07/2020

126

Government Expenditure on Social Security Benefits: Jan-Jun 2020

30/07/2020

127

Government Finance Data: January-June 2020

31/07/2020

128

Index of Industrial Production: June 2020

05/08/2020

129

Business Demography: 2018

06/08/2020

130

Road Traffic Accidents: Q2/2020

07/08/2020

131

International Trade in Goods: June 2020

10/08/2020
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132

Short-term Industrial Indicators: Q2/2020

17/08/2020

133

Short-term Services Indicators: Q2/2020

18/08/2020

134

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: July 2020

19/08/2020

135

EU-SILC 2019: Salient Indicators

20/08/2020

136

Accidents at Work: January-June 2020

21/08/2020

137

Retail Price Index: July 2020

24/08/2020

138

Collective Accommodation Establishments: Q2/2020

25/08/2020

139

Industrial Producer Price Indices: July 2020

26/08/2020

140

Registered Unemployment: July 2020

27/08/2020

141

Government Finance Data: January-July 2020

28/08/2020

142

Gross Domestic Product: Q2/2020

28/08/2020

143

Unemployment Rate: July 2020

31/08/2020

144

Index of Industrial Production: July 2020

07/09/2020

145

International Trade in Goods: July 2020

09/09/2020

146

Inbound Tourism: July 2020

11/09/2020

147

Economic Accounts for Agriculture: 2019

14/09/2020

148

Registered Employment: January 2020

15/09/2020

149

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: August 2020

17/09/2020

150

International Economic and Financial Transactions: Q2/2020

22/09/2020

151

Retail Price Index: August 2020

23/09/2020

152

Registered Unemployment: August 2020

24/09/2020

153

Government Finance Data: January-August 2020

25/09/2020

154

Unemployment Rate: August 2020

28/09/2020

155

Industrial Producer Price Indices: August 2020

29/09/2020

156

Labour Force Survey: Q2/2020

30/09/2020

157

Business Innovation: 2016-2018

01/10/2020
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158

Direct Investment in Malta and Abroad: January-December 2019

05/10/2020

159

Regional Labour Supply by Place of Residence and Work: 2017-2019

06/10/2020

160

Inbound Tourism: August 2020

07/10/2020

161

Electricity Supply: 2015-2019

08/10/2020

162

Index of Industrial Production: August 2020

09/10/2020

163

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: September 2020

09/10/2020

164

International Trade in Goods: August 2020

12/10/2020

165

Retail Price Index: September 2020

12/10/2020

166

EU-SILC 2019: Main Dwellings

13/10/2020

167

Key Indicators on the Labour Market: 2014-2019

14/10/2020

168

Sea Transport between Malta and Gozo: Q3/2020

20/10/2020

169

Government Debt and Deficit under the Maastricht Treaty, Second Reporting of 2020

22/10/2020

170

Quarterly Accounts for General Government: Q2/2020

22/10/2020

171

Registered Unemployment: September 2020

26/10/2020

172

Unemployment Rate: September 2020

27/10/2020

173

Industrial Producer Price Indices: September 2020

28/10/2020

174

Tax Revenues: 2019

29/10/2020

175

Government Finance Data: January-September 2020

30/10/2020

176

Cruise Passengers: Q3/20202

02/11/2020

177

Government Expenditure on Social Security Benefits: Jan-Sep 2020

03/11/2020

178

Road Traffic Accidents: Q3/2020

04/11/2020

179

Index of Industrial Production: September 2020

05/11/2020

180

Inbound Tourism: September 2020

06/11/2020

181

International Trade in Goods: September 2020

09/11/2020

182

Outbound Tourism: Q3/2020

13/11/2020

183

Short-term Services Indicators: Q3/2020

16/11/2020
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184

Aquaculture: 2019

17/11/2020

185

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: October 2020

18/11/2020

186

World Children's Day: 2020

19/11/2020

187

Registered Unemployment: October 2020

20/11/2020

188

Retail Price Index: October 2020

23/11/2020

189

Collective Accommodation Establishments: Q3/2020

24/11/2020

190

Industrial Producer Price Indices: October 2020

25/11/2020

191

Social and Economic Impact of COVID-19: January-June 2020

25/11/2020

192

Short-term Industrial Indicators: Q3/2020

26/11/2020

193

Government Finance Data: January-October 2020

27/11/2020

194

Gross Domestic Product: Q3/2020

27/11/2020

195

Unemployment Rate: October 2020

30/11/2020

196

Inbound Tourism: October 2020

03/12/2020

197

Municipal Waste: 2019

04/12/2020

198

Domestic Violence

07/12/2020

199

Index of Industrial Production: October 2020

09/12/2020

200

International Trade in Goods: October 2020

10/12/2020

201

Industrial Producer Price Indices: November 2020

16/12/2020

202

EU-SILC 2019: Material Deprivation and Monetary Poverty

16/12/2020

203

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices: November 2020

17/12/2020

204

International Economic and Financial Transactions: Q3/2020

17/12/2020

205

Retail Price Index: November 2020

18/12/2020

206

Regional Gross Domestic Product: 2014-2019

21/12/2020

207

Labour Force Survey: Q3/2020

22/12/2020

208

Government Finance Data: January-November 2020

23/12/2020

209

Registered Unemployment: November 2020

23/12/2020
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Transport Statistics 2019

31/01/2020

Social Protection 2020

06/05/2020

Regional Statistics MALTA 2020 Edition

27/05/2020

Reconciliation between Work and Family Life

14/07/2020
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